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ABSTRACT

Title: *The Effectiveness of Using Circle Chain Game with Picture to Improve Students’ Descriptive Text Writing. (A Classroom Action Research With VII A Students of SMP Negeri 1 Giritontro Wonogiri Academic Year of 2012/2013)*

Writer: Aninta Dwi Rustiani
Student Number: 093411016

Circle Chain game is a game to teach writing that is useful to teach descriptive text. The game enables the English teacher to provide exercises in writing descriptive text. Through this game, it is hoped that the students’ ability in writing will improve.

This study aims to find out the implementation of circle chain game using picture in improving students’ ability in writing descriptive text in VII A grades students in SMP N 1 Giritontro Wonogiri.

This research is a classroom action research done through three cycles. The subject of this study was the VII A grades students in SMP N 1 Giritontro Wonogiri in the academic year of 2012/2013. The number of the subjects was 32 students. The data was gathered through test, documentation and observation.

The results show that in the first cycle, the students were asked to make descriptive text by describing their classroom. The students’ achievement in the first cycle was 59.54. In the second cycle the students were asked to describe simple picture about the dancers. The students’ achievement in the second cycle was 62.86. In the third cycle, the last cycle, the students were given simple picture about modeling that is familiar with them and their achievement was 79.25. After the three cycles above are conducted, the students gain significant improvement in writing descriptive with the result 79.25. Based on the results above, it can be concluded that using circle chain game can improve students’ descriptive text writing as well as provide students an enjoyable English learning.
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